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VARAHAMIHIRA AND AYURVEOA

AJAY MITRA SHASTRY·

ABSTRACT

Var ah amihir a was not only one of the greatest Indian astronomers-

astrologers but a man of varied talents with vast kncwledge of different

branches of study and wide observation of public life in its various facets which

he deftly and ski lfu lIy wove together in the fabric of popular astrology techni-
cally called mundane astrology or Samhita. He flourished in the sixth century

A.D. and composed numerous works. He composed his most well-known

work, the Br ihat-Samhita towards the middle of the sixth century A. D., which

contains a good deal of info.mation of common interest to a heal .h conscious
layman. It is proposed to take stock of the allusions of a medical nature,

whether detailed or casual here.

Varaharnihir a was not only one
of the greatest Indian astronomers-
astroloqars but a man of varied
talents with vast knowledge of diffe-
rent branches of study and wide
observation of public life in its vari-
ous facets which he deftly and skil-
fully wove together 'in the fabric of
popular astrology technically called
mundane astrology or sarnhita1• He
flourished in the sixth century AD and
composed numerous works, full as
well as abridged, on all the branches
of jvo ti.a including mathematical

astronomy, horoscopy and natural
astrology. He composed his most
well-known work, the brhat-sarnhita",
towards the middle of~the sixth cen-
tury AD (roughly about 545-550 AD)
under the patronage of the Aulikara
king of Avanti, Dravyavardhana who
ru lad after the well- known Yasodhar-
rnan-Visnuvardhana in c. 540-60 ADs.
Natural astrology came to include
prac-icallv all the topics of interest to
a common man, and Varahamihira
largely contributed to this enlarge-
ment of its scope as can be inferred

"'23. Vrdva vrhar , Rana Pratap Nagar, Nagpur lMaharashtraj, India.

1. For the lOP'CS included in the sarnhit a, see Ajay Mitra Shastri, India as seen in the Brihat-
Sarnhit a of Varahamihira, ISBV, Delhi, 1969 pp. 430-33.

2. Sudhak ara Ovivedis edition with Bhat tctpalas gloss (2. Vols. Benares, 1885-87) is referred
to. It is he rci nforr II abbreviated as BS,

3. Fur Var aharnihir a/s date, see Ajay MItra Shastri. ISBv'. pp. 4-18; Varahamihira and his Times,
.Io c'hpur. 1991. p p. 3G, 43-58.
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by the fact that many of the subjects
are first found included in an astro-
logical work composed by him. This
fact has a historical significance in as
much as it evidences the growth of
material life and with that man's
growing curiosity about prospects in
newer and newer undertakings and
a correspondir:g growing demand for
astrologers catering to new needs.
And health is of prime concern to
everyone, and the brhat-samhita of
Varaharnihir a contains a good deal of
information of common interest to a
health conscious layman Great value
attached to male progeny and poly-
gamy, which was rampant in the new
rich sections of the society, taken
together were responsible for the
incorporation of erotic remedies in
medical texts and an astrologer han-
kering after popularity could not
avoid questions about them. So also
about some other matters of corn-non
interest. These references not only
indicate commoners' interest in
these matters but also reveal the
developed state of Ayurveda or medi-
cal science. It is proposed to take
stock of the allusions of a medical
nature, whether detailed or casual,
here. At the outset we shall devote
attention to the topics on which
Varaharnihira gives detailed informa-
tion.

I. EROTIC REMEDIES
Chapter 75 of the bthat-sarnhita
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captioned Kandarpik arn dwells upon
erotic remedies which were also cal-
led vrsva (8S. CIiI. 63) and vajika-
rana. It is pertinent to note in this
context that chapters dealing with
this subject are incorporated in most
of the medical texts.! and some of
the prescriptions described by our
author tally with those met with in
the texts on Ayurveda.

These prescriptions were neces-
sitated chiefly by the Indians' hanke-
ring for the male children, which
must have been originally due to
economic necessities of the society
which was primarily agricultural, and
to some extent by the fairly common
incidence of polygamy. Varaharni-
hir a himself specifies the purpose of
these remedies as follows: "If at the
time of coitus woman's blood
is in excess of man's sperm, a female
child is born, if vice versa, the out-
come is a male, when both the blood
and sperm are equal, an herrnaphro-
dite is born. Therefore a man should
take recipes increasing his sperm".
(ibid., LXXV.1). Polygamus practice
is mentioned as a reason for these
remedies in verse 5 of the same
chapter. We are given the following
ten prescriptions:

I. Tablets of a mixture in equal
proportions of the mineral com-
pound called mak-ikadhatu,
mercury, iron-dust, yellow rnvro-

4 •. E G.SushrUIB, IV. 26, Charaka, Chikit;asthan" II. Cf Vat sv av an as Kamasu·ra. VII, 1 : it i;'-
quite netural for an erotic text to describe erotic remedies conducive to sexua: Ilfa.
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balan and bitumen, doughed with
clarified butter and honey and
done into globules (gutika), to
be taken for twenty-one davs.!

II. Milk boiled with kapikacchu
roots."

III. Taking six morsels of beans
cooked in clarified butter churned
from milk (payahsarpis). followed
by a drink of milk."

IV. The powder of vidarika boiled in
its own sap and then dried up in
the sun s even times, to be taken
with boiled milk sweetened with
sugar. This prescription is
especially meant for a man with
many wives. B

V. Taking the powder of yellow
myrobalan, boiled in its own
juice and mixed with honey,
sugar and clarified butter.
followed by milk in keeping with
one's diqestion.s

VI. Eating sesamum grains boiled
seven times in milk with goat's
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testicles and then dried uP,.
followed by a drink of milk.r?

VII. An evening meal comprising
boiled sast ika variety of rice
taken with clarified butter and
black gram soup, and drinking of
milk there atter.u

VI!!. Cakes made of a compound of
sesamum seeds, roots of asvaq-
andha and kapikachchhu, vidarika,
and the flour of sastika rice,
ground in goat's milk, and fried
in clarified butter. U

IX. Drink of milk boiled with gok~u-
raka.!"

X. Eating the root of vidarika boiled
in rnilk.>'

It is also observed that sexual activity
is adversely affected in the case of a
man who consumes very sour,
pungent, bitter, salty food as well as
a diet full of leafy vegetables grouped
as k~arasaka. This kind of food
harms digestion also (BS, LXXV 12).

5. BS LXXv. 3.
6. Ibid LXXV. 4, cf. Kamasutra, Vll. 1 38 for a simila' prescription.
7. BSLXXv.4.
8. Ibid. LXXv 5. Sushruta (IV. 26. 23) a Iso prescribes the use of the powder of Vidar ika boiled in

its own sap with clarified butter and honey for a polygamist.
9. BS LXXV. 6 cf. Sushruta, IV. 26.24, for a similar prescription.

10. BS LXXv. 7. cf . Sushruta. rv. 26.18,20, Vatsyayana's Karnasutra (VII. 1. 37).
11. B S LXXV. 8.
12. Ibid. LXXV. 9.
13. Ibid. LXXV. 10. cf. Sushruta, IV. 26.33,35 for a similar staternant ,
14. Ibid. LXXv. 10. ct. Sushrut a, rv. 26.28; Kamasutra, vII. 1. 38.
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II. POWDER FOR INDIGESTION

Curiously enough, we find a
prescription for an appetiser also in
the chapter on erotic remedies. This
is in all probability as a man with
weak digestion cannot easily consume
and digest the above mentioned erotic
recipes, and keeping appetite kindled
is absolutely essential J5 A powder
prepared from ajamoda salt, yellow
mvrobalans, ginger and long pepper
(all in equal quantities), taken with
wine, butter-milk, tarala? (kanji,
according to some) or hot water, is
stated to promote digestion.] 0

III. MENSTRUATION AND
CONCEPTION
As stated above, birth of children,

more especially male children, was
greatly desired in the then Indian
society, and an astrologer was
naturally cancel ned about menstrua-
tion and conception. We have a chap-
ter devoted to the consummation of
males and females (pum-strisarnpra-
yog-adhyaya, BS, LXXVII), and in
addition to general matters last eight
stanzas of this chapter (19-26) give
us some useful information which is
important from our point of view, as
they give us an idea of the then
prevailing notions and practices reg-
arding menstruation and pregnancy.

Bu/!. Ind. lnst, Hist. Med. Yol, XXII

A woman is advised to eschew
bath, wearing new garments and
anointing the body on the first three
days of the menses after which on
the fourth day she should bathe with
water purified and perfumed with
various herbs (ibid. LXXVII. 21-22) 17.

The menstrual blood resembling
hare's blood or lac-dye and fading
away at washing is pure; the same,
when free from noise and pain and
ceasing to flow after three days
undoubtedly develops into a foetus
on uniting with a man.18

Varaharnihir a refers to a sixteen-
day period suitable for conception
(ritu) out of which the first three
nights were to be avoided for sexual
union (Ibid. LXXVII. 26). According
to some medical writers on the other
hand, this period consists of twelve
nights from the commencement of
menses, of which the first three nights
are unfit for coitus.!" As the sixteen-
day-period is known to the early
srnrtis like Manu (111.46) and
Yajfiavalkya (1.79) also J. Jolly
seems to be right in taking it to be
oriqinal.' 0

It was believed that a male or
female child would be born as the
impregnation takes on an even

15. This is actually hinted at in 8S, LXXV. 10.
16. Ibid. LXXV. 11.
17. For a list of these herbs, see lbl d., XLVII. 39·42; Charaka IV. 8. 5. Sushruta, III. 225.
18 8S LXXVII, 19-20. cf. Sushrura, III. 2.3-17.
19. Ibid. 111.2.28-30; Ashtanga-hridaya, II. 1.27f.
20. Indian Medicine, Eng. If. by C. J. Kashikar. Pune, 1951. p 74.
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or odd niqht: I Moreover, a concep-
tion taking place on distant even
nights was believed to result in the
birth of a long living, handsome and
happy son.' ~

I
\•

The situation of the foetus in a
particular spot in the womb was taken
to be indicative of the sex of the
child to be born. Thus the child
would be a male, female or a
eunuch as the foetus stands in the
right, left or middle of the womb.
Twins would be born if it is situated
on both sides.23 The birth of two,
three, four or more children at a time,
and a delivery long before or after
the usual period were regarded as
abnormal and taken to forebode evil
(ibid. XLV. 51,53). Varahamihira
further states that one should refrain
from marking his wife's body with
nails or teeth during the period fit for
conception (ibid. LXXVII. 26).

..

IV. TOOTH STICKS
For keeping the mouth clean and

free from odour ancient Indians had
been using tooth-sticks (danta
ka,\ha) since long, and it was regar-
ded as a sign of the townsman
(nagaraka) as would appear from a
perusal of the relevant section of
Vatsvavana's Kama-stltra (1.4.16).
Varaharnihira devotes an independent
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chapter in his brhat-sarnhita entitled
appropri ately danta -ka!'\ J:!a-Iak;;al.la-
dhvava (LXXXIV). Twigs of thou-
sands of creepers, spreading plants,
shrubs and trees were used as tooth-
sticks, those of vikankata, bilva,
kasmarl, kserna-taru. vat a, arka
rnadhuka, siri-a, k aranj a, plaksa, jati,
asvattha, b adara, brhatr, saka,
sriphala, kadarnba, nipa, arjuna,
karavtra bhandira, sami, syama,
siila, asvakarna, devadaru, cii \ uru~aka,
privanqu, aparnarqa. jambu, and
darlirna being especially recommended
and believed to bestow good luck
(ibid LXXXIX. 1,3-7). Some of these
twigs are also recommended by
Caraka (1.5.48-49) and Susruta
(I. 24.5-7). The tooth-st icks that are
not tried before, have leaves and an
even number of joints, are split,
withered at the top, and without skin,
we are told, should not be used
(BS LXXXV. 2;) Yoqavatra (V.Y.
11.20). Normally a tooth-stick
should be a vitasti (9") in length
(ibid. 11.21).: 4 We also get reference
to a recipe for perfuming tooth-sticks
in IJS LXXXVI. 31-34. Kept in bovine
urine mixed with the powder of
yellow myrobalan (haritaki) for a
week, they are immersed for sometime
(half a night according to Bhattot-
pala) in the scented water prepared
from small cardamoms, cassia bark,

21. Cf. Manu-sm·iti. 111.48.

22. BS LXXVII. 23 For astrologicai factors favouring the birth of a son, see ibid LXXVII. 25;
Br-hajia t ak a. IX. 11.

23. BS LX<VII. 24. ct. Ch araka , IV. 2.28 f.

24. Some poj.utar beliefs relating to tooth-sticks ale related in BS LXXXIV, 8-9.
and Yoga-yaua, II. 21-22.
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anjana. honey, pepper, naga-kt-'~ara
and costus mixed in equal proportions.
Next they (probably their upper parts)
were powdered with 4, 2, 1 and 3
parts of nutmeg, cassia bark, small
cardamoms and camphor respectively
and dried under the sun. Such
tooth-sticks, we are told, impart
freshness of complexion, facial
lusture, clearliness and fragrance of
the mouth and sweet speech. A
similar device of perfuming tooth-
sticks is found in the Aqni-puraua
(CCXXIV. 40). However, there we
are told to immerse them in bovine
urine for only three days instead of a
week.

In addition to these deliberate
delineations on topics of medical
interest we have casual allusions of
medical importance relating to the
domain of layman's interest scattered
throughout Varahamihira's numerous
writings showing the highly develo-
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ped state of Ayurveda durinq his
time.

V. GENERAL MATTERS
Varaharnihira evinces awareness

of diseases, doctors, treatment and
certain principles of medical science
through these casual references. He
refers to physicians as vaidva 1;

avu-vajua- " and bhi~aF7, to horse-
physicians as tur aqa-bhisaj.s" to
surgeons as salya-hrd 9 to chemists
as rasavan a-ku-ala'" and to depoi-
soners as vi-a-qhataka'". The word
salakya3~denoting a kind of surgery,
is met with in BS, XV. 12. We have
references to the three humours at
the body, viz (i) wind (vata. vavu.
marut, anila. pavana); (ii) bile (pitta)
and (iii) phlegm Ule;;ma, kapha),
their derangement, diseases proceed-
ing therefrom and persons suffering
from them.33 The fact that bile is
greatly vitiated and becomes power-
ful by basking under the sun is also
recorded.P! Mention is also made of

25. BS V. 41; X3; XV.26; XXXIII. 11, CIII 61; Y.Y 111.23.
26 BS XVI. 17. Utp aa takes it to mean experts in Ch ernic a.s and er ot ic remedies : Avusho hitam-

avushvarn r asayana-vajikarana-adi.
27. BSV.80; VII.6; IX.32; 43; X.9, 16; XV.7. 17; CII1.61,62.
28. BS XLIII. 13.

29. Ibid. V.BO.
30. Ibid. XVI 19_
31. Ibid. LXXXV_ 32_

32. Utpala takes it to mean an eye- specialist (ak shi -I oga chi ki t sak a}.
33. (i) wind BS IX.40 (marud gada); LXXXVI.11 (Va'a-rogin) LXXXVl37 (vavu grasta);

BY, V.1 (anilaja-roga); BS X1.25 (anif a-jvar a i. Br iha i-ja t ak a (BJ), XXIII 13 (sams-ishtah
pavana), For allusions to food-grains causing wind, Cf. BS XV, 13. XV1.33_

(ii) bile: BS IX 43 (Pittaja-kamala) XIX.9 (Pittottha-ruj). BY. V.2 (r.it ta-ruj ) , BSVII1.13
(i'itta .•.... Pida) also Cf. ibid, C1I111, 18.

(iil) Phlegm: ibid, VIII.28 (Shleshma-krita-roga), C 111.61 (Shlesilmika dr avva).
BY v.t (Kaphaja-roga).

34. BS Cili. 55.
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the dhatus (primary fluids of the
body), their deterioration and deran-
gement and the diseases caused by
them 25 The part played by climatic
and seasonal disorders in causing
diseases was recognised. Thus there
are allusions to outbreaks of epide-
mics due to untimely rains, the
irregularity of cold and heat, abnor-
mality of seasons (85 XLV. 38-39),
and unnatural features of the sun and
the moon (Ibid, 111.26;IV. 29). People
also believed in the evil influence of
planets, stars and other astrological
phenomena as a cause of diseases.s"
According to Susruta divine calami-
ties and irregularities of cold, heat,
wind and rain divest medicines and
water of their respective properties
and their use qenerate s epidemic
dise ases.!" In treatment, stress was
laid on regulating diet (85 CIII. 55).

VI. GENERAL AILMENTS
Ailments in general are called by

various terms like roga1~ am3ya19
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ruj+? vyiidhi41 gadaL and akalyataa
and health is referred to as kalva+'
and arogya.45 Avus adhaw and
Bhesajva-? are the words employed
for medicine. Varaharnihira mentions
insanity (unmada, ibid., XXXII. 11;
8J XXIII. 13). rigor mortis (moha,
ibid XXV. 12), death due to worms
in a wound (ibid, XXV.7), indigestion
(rnandaqnita. BS, LXXV. 10. Cf.
LXXVIII. 28). bleeding (rakta srava.
ibid, LXXXVI. 35; k-at aja-visruti. ibid
LXXXVIII. 30; asrq-udbhave, ibid.,
CIII. 13; ksarita-k-ataja, ibid C1I1.16).
abortion (q arbha-pata, ibid LXXXVIII.
5 Cf. V. 79,85; L. 35,38) and the
diseases of the womb (kuksv-arnava
ibid, V. 51), abdomen (udara-roga,
ibid., LXXXVIII. 29; CIII. 10, 16;
j at hara-qada, ibid., CIII 6,13). heart
(hrd-roqa. ibid., CIII. 44; kostha-
roga48 ibid, CIII. 5), mouth (mukha-
ruj, ibid, V.82; mukha-roqa. ibid.,
V. 83; VI. 4; vadana-roga, ibid.,
XXXII. 18; vaktraroqa. BJ XX. 1),
teeth (danta vaikrtva, ibid., XXIII.

35 Ibid. VII.5 (dhatu-sankshaya), CIII.16 (dhatu-klarna}, BJ XXV,, (dhatu-kopa).
Cf , ibid., XXV.3. 8, BY V.2 for death and disease due to vitiated blood.

36. All the references to diseases here are drawn from astrological contexts.
37. Sushruta, Sutrasthana, VI. 16-' 8.
38. BS V.72, VI.2, VII.2, IX.18,23. 43; VIII.32,34; XI.31,36,48, etc.
39. Ibid., IV.29; VII.7; VIII.42; V.51.
40. I bid., V.82; XIX.9, XXXVI1.13 (variant reading; 1I1.60, LXXXVII1.6; ell I.7,
41. Ibid .. V.36. VIIJ.4, 17; IX.33, 44; XXIX.12; XXXIV.,5; XXXV.5; XXXVII.2; XLV.25; L.'4;

LXXXVII1.5, 24; CII.7.
42. Ibid" VIII.51; IX.40,42; XII 17; XV1.40; XLV.60; XCIV.40.
43. Ibid. LVII.50.
44. IbId. CIII.5.
45. Ibid. VIII.15; XXIX.11; XLlX.22, LXXVIII.21; LXXXIV.5; LXXXVII!.10; CII.13.
43. Ibid. LXXV.5; XCIX.5.
47. Ibid. XV 17; XVI.5; XIX.1.
~8. It may a'50 denote abdomin e l affection.
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11.Cf. ibid XXIII.15), eyes (aksi-qada,
BS IX. 40; aksi-ruj, ibid. L. 11;
C. III. 16; drq-ruja ibid, cut. 6; drg-
raga, BJ, XIX. 1. Cf. BS em. 18; BJ
XXIII. 10,12,13), head (siroru]. BS,
L11. 109), throat (gal gadal), ibid.,
IX. 42). private parts (guhya-ruj,
ibid., V.86; BJ, XXIII.7; guhy-odbhava-
roga, ibi i ,XXV.9). i.e. piles or fistula,
and of ears (sravana-vvadhi. BS.IX 33.
Cf. BJ. XXIII. 11: Sravalwpaghata).

VII. SPECIFIC DISEASES
The following specific diseases

are named by our author :
1. Gala-graha (B5, XXXII. 10), thro-

at-spasm. According to the Car-
aka (Sutrasthana, XVIII. 22). gala-
graha arises from the hardening
of the phlegm in the throat,

2. Svayathu (8S, XXXII. 10L swel-
ling of the skin, oedema. It may
be of three or two varieties
as it is caused by the three
humours of the body or by endo-
genous and exogenous factors
(Ceraka. Sutrasthana, XVIII. 3).

3. Prameha (BS, LXVII. 7), diabetes,
morbid secretion of urine. The
possibility of a man with very
tender sex organ falling a victim
to diabetes leading to his death
is indicated.

4. Chardi (ibid., XXXII. 18), vomit-
ting. It is of five kinds, as it
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results from contact with repul-
sive objects, excess of wind, bile
or phlegm, and tridiscordance
(Caraka, Sutrasthana, XIX).

5. Kasa (ibid, IX. 44; XXXII. 10),
cough accompanied by the shak-
ing of jaws is alluded to (hanu-
kampa-vutas-cha kasah, ibid., VIII
48) .

6 Svasa (ibid. VIII. 48; IX. 44;
XXXII. 10; BJ XXIII. 8), dyspnoea.

7. K-aya (BS, VIII. 49; 8J XXIII. 8.
17), consumption.

8. Sosa (ibid, XXIII. 8), pthisis. Death
caused by Sosa is referred to
(ibid. XXV.3).

9. Pal.1rlu-roga (BS, XXXII. 14), ane-
mia or jaundice.

10. Kamala (ibid., IX. 43). It is a kind
of jaundice marked by 'intensive
yellow colour of the skin, eves,
nails, urine and faeces and parti-
cularly of face, with exhaustion,
weakness, thirst, heat. indigestion,
dispise of food and dullness of
senses.' 49

11. Kustha (BJ XXIII. 9), leprosy.

12. Svitra (ibid. XXIII. 7), white leprosy.

13, Vicarcika (85, XXXII_ 14), itching,
dark, severely wet spots or boils.~o

"g. J. Jolly op,cit , p 128.
50. Ibid. p. 143.



Utpala takes it to be a skin-dise·
ase of the foot (vicarciki -roq a
vi"e"ai) plidayos-tvag -vikarah ).

14. Dadru (ibid, XXXII. 14), itching,
red, elev ated spots. 51

15. Visarpika (XXXIV. 14), St. Antho-
ny's fire, erysipelas, carbuncles
and other abscesses.s> Utpala
explains it as a deformation of
limbs (an j a-vikar).

16. Vidradhi (BJ, XXIII. 8), abscesses
and inflammations It is of two
kinds according to the Caraka
(Sritr asthana. XVII. 90) : internal
and external, the latter appearing in
the skin, muscle and flesh. It is so
called because of its briskly appe-
aring characteristics (ibid. verse
95). The internal vidradhi occurs
in the heart, the pharynx, liver,
spleen, stomach, kidneys, umblical
region, groins and bladder (ibid.
para 101)

17. Gulma (BJ, XXIII. 8), 'a round
growth like swelling hardness in
the intestines between the heart
and navel.'53

18. Khalati (ibid, XXIII. 15). baldness.
19. Apasrnara (Ibid. XXIII, 17; BS L11.

76), epilepsy.
51 Ibid.
52. Ibid. pp. 147·48.
53. Ibid, p. 117.
54. BS, V27; XI.12; 29-31; XII.21, XXXV.4; XLV.79; LXXXVII1.24.
55. t bi d., 111.31.
56. Ibid., LXXXVI.33.
57. The BS contains a chapter (lIV) dealing w.tb Vt ik sha vur ved a which properly camps within

the domain of horticulture.
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20. Visllcikli. (ibid. LXXXVI. 44). 'cho-
lera in its sporadic form'. Utpala
understands it as pricking pain in
the stomach (udar a-sula) .

21. Atisara (ibid., XXXII. 18). dvsentrv.

22. Jalodara (BJ, XXV. 3), dropsy
originating from untimely drinking
of water.

23. Jvara (BS, XXXII. 10, 14; XCIV.
35; Cili. 13). fever. There is refe-
rence to a serious kind of fever
causing death (BJ, XXV 1). The
fever caused by provoked bile
is mentioned in BY, XI. 25 (cf.
Carak a. Nidanasthana. I. 17-21).

24. Plihak a (BJ, XXIII. 8), splenic
disorders.

25. Nisandhata (ibid, XX. 1). night-
blindness, one suffering from this,
is referred to as nisandha.

We also have numerous allusions
to outbreaks of pestilential diseases
called maraka= mara55 mari5d.

To sum up, Varaharnihira's writ-
ings contains rich information on
various topics relating to Ayurveda
and showing its developed state.07
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